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We want to
make great beer

for people to
enjoy time and

again

knowledge and passion for what it does.
Managing director Dom has many years’

experience as a publican,having owned a number
of pubs in the local area.

Meanwhile, head brewer Fabio – who is from
Germany - has ten years brewing experience
despite being just 27 years old.

Shortly after taking over the reins Dom
brought in Fabio from Hackney based ‘craft’
brewers London Fields.

Fabio brought a couple of his former
colleagues with him and they then spent the early
part of the year building a new range.

I asked where Bedlam wants to be and
what sort of beer the team want to produce –
accessible and quality are the two words I hear
most.

“I think that there is a balance,we get Harvey’s
and Timothy Taylor and appreciate that is great
beer,” says Dom.

“On the other hand you have got Brew Dog
and Beavertown who are looking more towards
the American craft brewers as inspiration and
come to the UK with it.

“So you have got these two [ends of the
spectrum] and it’s about finding your place within
that.

“We respect where both of them are from
and we don’t aspire to be either. We find our
own path within that, when we produce a cask
ale we aim more towards the traditional.”

Bedlam is not about jumping on the craft beer

bandwagon – in fact craft beer is a term that
Dom steers well away from.

The goal is a long term one and it aims to
create beers that will stand the test of time.

“We want to be accessible and the best thing
that I can hear about our beer from a supplier
or a publican is when you hear that comment –
same again,” he says.

Bedlam currently has a core range of five
beers, ranging from a traditional Benchmark ale
through to a German style pilsner.

It has developed and perfected these since
April, utilising the on-site laboratory to ensure
the quality of what it produces is of the highest
standard.

We discussed developing the range, but for
now the team want to concentrate on what it is
already producing.

Fabio has got at least another 50 beers in his
head so it is not due to a lack of knowledge or
ambition. It is about balance.

“The answer is yes there will be more brews,
but all done wisely in due course,” says Dom.

“I don’t think it creates the noise, but we don’t
aspire to be that.We want to do it in a quiet and
classy way.

“We want to be true to ourselves and make
great beer for people to enjoy time and again.”

The name Bedlam comes from the name of a
Roman road that used to run through the estate
and is not a comment on how they go about
their work.

In a relatively short amount of time the new
team at Bedlam has transformed a small artisan
brewery into a genuine local success.

It already has its beers in more than 30 pubs
between Brighton and London, plus the bottled
versions of the ales are available across Brighton
and the surrounding area.

This is a testament to the work the team has
put in and Dom is under no illusions as to where
the praise sits.

“To be producing beers to the standard that
we are after six months in our current format I
am very pleased, I’m delighted and proud of what
the guys have done.”
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There is a new tasting room opening
soon and the whole site is being
expanded in order to deal with the
demand for the beer.

If you are interested in going and
taking a look for yourself then you
can book a tour via the website
www.bedlambrewery.co.uk where
you can also find out about any news
and offers.

There is also an interactive map
where you can find your local stockist
if you do not fancy a trip to Albourne
and just fancy a quiet pint instead.


